
 

RFP for Grounds Maintenance 

Date: February 16, 2023 

To:  Prospective Bidders 

From: Crystal Owens, Contract Purchasing Agent, Currituck County  

Subject: Addendum No. 1 to RFB for Historic Jarvisburg Colored School Restoration 

The following includes questions for clarification received during the Pre-Bid Meeting held 
at the Historic Jarvisburg Colored School on February 13, 2023, at 10:00 am. 

1. Pre-Bid Attendees: Michelle Perry, Currituck County; Michelle Portman, Walter Robbs Callahan 
& Pierce; Midwest Maintenance; Sussex Development; Surety Painting & Construction; Alee 
Construction Services; Christman. 

 
2. Questions  

a. Question #1:  Will windows be required to be operable and properly fitted to the 
window opening? 
Answer:  Yes.  Please refer to specification section 080352 Historic Treatment of Wood 
Windows. 

b. Question #2:  What is the paint prep requirement? 
Answer:  The intent is for the building to look like a well-maintained historic building, 
not a new building.  Please refer to specification sections 060312 Historic Wood Repair, 
080314 Historic Treatment of Wood Doors, 080352 Historic Treatment of Wood 
Windows, and Historic Treatment of Plain Painting for required levels of paint prep. 

c. Question #3:  Is there any interior paint stripping and repainting other than the 
window surrounds? 
Answer:  Yes, adjacent to and under certain windows.  Please see the window sheets in 
the drawings for locations. 

d. Question #4:  Will the building be open to the public during construction? 
Answer:  No. 

e. Question #5:  Does “consecutive days” include weekends? 
Answer:  Yes.  

f. Question #6:  Will rain delays be allowed? 
Answer:  Yes, if properly documented and warranted.  We will assess based on official 
US Weather Service statistics for the days claimed. 

g. Question #7:  Will delays be allowed for high humidity days? 
Answer:  No. 
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h. Question #8:  Are there areas of the site that are off limits for heavy equipment and 
lay down area? 
Answer:  Yes, the area behind the restroom building where the septic system is located. 

i. Question #9:  Is roof work included in the scope of this project? 
Answer:  No.  The gutter installation is the only roof related work in the project scope. 

j. Question #10:  How is prequalification being weighted related to the bid tab? 
Answer:  It is not a prequalification. It is a qualification statement to help determine the 
responsibleness of the bidder. It will be weighted per the Qualification Statement 
instructions. 

k. Question #11: By code, the handrail on the ramp needs to extend all the way to the 
door. Do you want the contractor to fix this under this project? 
Answer: There is no handrail extension work as part of this scope. It has also been 
clarified with Inspections that, by code, the handrail needs to extend 12” beyond the 
end of the slope of the ramp, and therefore, does not need to extend to the door. 

3. Clarification: 
a. The county would like to reiterate that if any portion of the site is damaged, it should be 

repaired back to its original state. 
b. An aerial view has been provided to show the general location of the property lines. The 

access road starts on county property and then veers off. Contractor and all equipment 
must remain on county property. 

c. Additional Specifications are attached to this Addendum and are to be included as part 
of the RFB Package. 

4. Schedule Change: 
a. Questions due date has been extended to 10:00 a.m. on February 24, 2023. 
b. Bids due date has been extended to 4:00 p.m. on March 9, 2023. 
c. Questions Due:  02/24/2023, 10:00 a.m. 

Addenda Due:  03/01/2023, 2:00 p.m. 
Bids Due:  03/09/2023, 4:00 p.m. 
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SECTION 024296 - HISTORIC REMOVAL AND DISMANTLING 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section includes historic treatment procedures in the form of special types of selective 

demolition work for designated historic spaces, areas, rooms, and surfaces and the following 

specific work: 

1. Removal and dismantling of indicated portions of building or structure and debris 

hauling. 

2. Removal and dismantling of indicated site elements and debris hauling. 

3. Salvage of existing items to be reused or recycled. 

B. Related Requirements: 

1. Section 013591 "Historic Treatment Procedures" for general historic treatment 

requirements. 

1.3 DEFINITIONS 

A. Dismantle: To disassemble or detach a historic item from a surface, or a non-historic item from 

a historic surface, using gentle methods and equipment to prevent damage to historic items and 

surfaces; disposing of items unless indicated to be salvaged or reinstalled. 

B. Existing to Remain: Existing items that are not to be removed or dismantled, except to the 

degree indicated for performing required Work. 

C. Remove: To take down or detach a non-historic item located within a historic space, area, or 

room, using methods and equipment to prevent damage to historic items and surfaces; disposing 

of items unless indicated to be salvaged or reinstalled. 

D. Retain: To keep existing items that are not to be removed or dismantled. 

E. Salvage: To protect removed or dismantled items and deliver them to Owner. 

1.4 PRECONSTRUCTION MEETINGS 

A. Preconstruction Conference: Conduct conference at Project site. 
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1. Review minutes of Preliminary Historic Treatment Conference that pertain to removal 

and dismantling procedures and protection of historic areas and surfaces. 

2. Review list of items indicated to be salvaged. 

3. Verify qualifications of personnel assigned to perform removal and dismantling. 

4. Inspect and discuss condition of each construction type to be removed or dismantled. 

5. Review requirements of other work that depends on condition of substrates exposed by 

removal and dismantling work. 

6. Review methods and procedures related to removal and dismantling work, including, but 

not limited to, the following: 

a. Historic removal and dismantling specialist's personnel, equipment, and facilities 

needed to make progress and avoid delays. 

b. Materials, material application, sequencing, tolerances, and required clearances. 

c. Fire prevention. 

d. Coordination with building occupants. 

1.5 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 

A. Qualification Data: For historic removal and dismantling specialist and historic removal and 

dismantling specialist's field supervisors. 

B. Preconstruction Documentation: Show preexisting conditions of adjoining construction and site 

improvements, including finish surfaces, that might be misconstrued as damage caused by 

Contractor's removal and dismantling operations. 

C. Removal and Dismantling Historic Treatment Program: Submit 30 days before work begins. 

D. List of Items Indicated to Be Salvaged: Prepare a list of items indicated on Drawings to be 

salvaged for Owner's use or for reinstallation. Submit 15 days before preconstruction 

conference. 

E. Inventory of Salvaged Items: After removal or dismantling work is complete, submit a list of 

items that have been salvaged. 

1. Include item description, item condition, number of items if more than one of a type, and 

tag number. Include photo of item in original location. 

2. As work proceeds, include on the inventory items that were indicated to be salvaged and 

items of historic importance discovered during the work. Document reasons, if any, why 

an item indicated to be salvaged was not salvaged. 

1.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Historic Removal and Dismantling Specialist Qualifications: A qualified historic treatment 

specialist. General selective demolition experience is insufficient experience for historic 

removal and dismantling work. 

B. Removal and Dismantling Historic Treatment Program: Prepare a written, detailed description 

of materials, methods, equipment, and sequence of operations to be used for each phase of 
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removal and dismantling work, including protection of surrounding and substrate materials and 

Project site. 

C. Regulatory Requirements: Comply with notification regulations of authorities having 

jurisdiction before beginning removal and dismantling work. Comply with hauling and disposal 

regulations of authorities having jurisdiction. 

1.7 FIELD CONDITIONS 

A. Conditions existing at time of inspection for bidding purpose will be maintained by Owner as 

far as practical. 

1. Before removal and dismantling, Owner will remove the following items: 

a. ______________________. 

B. Notify Architect of discrepancies between existing conditions and Drawings before proceeding 

with removal and dismantling work. 

C. Hazardous Materials: It is not expected that hazardous materials will be encountered in the 

Work. 

D.  

1. If materials suspected of containing hazardous materials are encountered, do not disturb; 

immediately notify Architect and Owner. Owner will remove hazardous materials under a 

separate contract. 

a. In the case of asbestos, stop work in the area of potential hazard, shut off fans and 

other air handlers ventilating the area, and rope off area until the questionable 

material is identified. Reassign workers to continue work in unaffected areas. 

Resume work in the area of concern after safe working conditions are verified. 

E. Storage or sale of removed or dismantled items on-site is not permitted unless otherwise 

indicated. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS - (Not Used) 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 HISTORIC REMOVAL AND DISMANTLING EQUIPMENT 

A. Removal Equipment: Use only manual, hand-held tools: 

1. Large air hammers are not permitted. 

2. Pry bars more than 18 inches long and hammers weighing more than 2 lb are not 

permitted for dismantling work. 
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3.2 EXAMINATION 

A. Preparation for Removal and Dismantling: Examine construction to be removed or dismantled 

to determine best methods to safely and effectively perform removal and dismantling work. 

Examine adjacent work to determine what protective measures are necessary. Make 

explorations, probes, and inquiries as necessary to determine condition of construction to be 

removed or dismantled and location of utilities and services to remain that may be hidden by 

construction that is to be removed or dismantled. 

1. Verify that affected utilities are disconnected and capped. 

2. Inventory and record the condition of items to be removed and dismantled for 

reinstallation or salvage. Enter this information on the submittal of inventory of salvaged 

items. 

3. Before removal or dismantling of existing building elements that will be reproduced or 

duplicated in final Work, make permanent record of measurements, materials, and 

construction details required to make exact reproduction. 

B. Survey of Existing Conditions: Record existing conditions by use of preconstruction 

photographs. 

C. Perform surveys as the Work progresses to detect hazards resulting from historic removal and 

dismantling procedures. 

3.3 HISTORIC REMOVAL AND DISMANTLING 

A. General: Have removal and dismantling work performed by a qualified historic removal and 

dismantling specialist. Ensure that historic removal and dismantling specialist's field supervisors 

are present when removal and dismantling work begins and during its progress. 

B. Perform work according to the historic treatment program. 

1. Perform removal and dismantling to the limits indicated. 

2. Provide supports or reinforcement for existing construction that becomes temporarily 

weakened by removal and dismantling work, until the Project Work is completed unless 

otherwise indicated. 

3. Perform cutting by hand or with small power tools wherever possible. Cut holes and slots 

neatly to size required, with minimum disturbance of adjacent work. 

4. Do not operate air compressors inside building unless approved by Architect in each case. 

5. Do not drill or cut columns, beams, joints, girders, structural slabs, or other structural 

supporting elements, without having Contractor's professional engineer's written approval 

for each location before such work is begun. 

6. Dispose of removed and dismantled items off-site unless indicated to be salvaged or 

reinstalled. 

C. Unacceptable Equipment: Keep equipment that is not permitted for historic removal or 

dismantling work away from the vicinity where such work is being performed. 

D. Removing and Dismantling Items on or Near Historic Surfaces: 

1. Unfasten items in the opposite order from which they were installed. 
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2. Support each item as it becomes loosened to prevent stress and damage to the historic 

surface. 

3. Dismantle anchorages. 

E. Anchorages: 

1. Remove anchorages associated with removed items. 

2. Dismantle anchorages associated with dismantled items. 

3. In non-historic surfaces, patch holes created by anchorage removal or dismantling 

according to the requirements for new work. 

4. In historic surfaces, patch or repair holes created by anchorage removal or dismantling 

according to Section that is specific to the historic surface being patched. 

END OF SECTION 024296 
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SECTION 060312 - HISTORIC WOOD REPAIR 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section includes historic treatment of wood in the form of repairing wood features as follows: 

1. Repairing exterior wood siding and trim, and interior wood paneling and trim. 

2. Replacing exterior wood siding and trim, and interior wood paneling and trim. 

3. Repairing, refinishing, and replacing hardware. 

B. Related Requirements: 

1. Section 013591 "Historic Treatment Procedures" for general historic treatment 

requirements. 

2. Section 024296 "Historic Removal and Dismantling" for historic removal and 

dismantling work. 

3. Section 080314 "Historic Treatment of Wood Doors" for historic wood door repairs, 

including related trim. 

4. Section 080352 "Historic Treatment of Wood Windows" for historic wood window 

repairs, including related trim. 

1.3 ALLOWANCES 

A. Allowances for historic wood repair are specified in Section 012100 "Allowances." 

1. Perform historic wood repair under quantity allowances and only as authorized. 

Authorized work includes work required by Drawings and Specifications work as 

directed in writing by Architect. 

2. Notify Architect weekly of extent of work performed that is attributable to quantity 

allowances. 

3. Perform work that exceeds quantity allowances only as authorized by Change Orders. 

B. Repair _______________ as part of _____________ allowance. 

C. Furnish new ______________ hardware as part of ___________ hardware allowance. 

1.4 UNIT PRICES 

A. Work of this Section is affected by unit prices specified in Section 012200 "Unit Prices." 
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1. Unit prices apply to authorized work covered by quantity allowances and estimated 

quantities. 

2. Unit prices apply to authorized additions to and deletions from Work as authorized by 

Change Orders. 

1.5 PREINSTALLATION MEETINGS 

A. Preinstallation Conference: Conduct conference at Project site. 

1. Review minutes of Preliminary Historic Treatment Conference that pertain to historic 

wood repair. 

2. Review methods and procedures related to historic wood repair, including, but not limited 

to, the following: 

a. Historic treatment specialist's personnel, equipment, and facilities needed to make 

progress and avoid delays. 

b. Materials, material application, sequencing, tolerances, and required clearances. 

c. Fire-protection plan. 

d. Wood historic treatment program. 

e. Coordination with building occupants. 

1.6 SEQUENCING AND SCHEDULING 

A. Perform historic wood repair in the following sequence, which includes work specified in this 

and other Sections: 

1. Before removing wood components for on-site or off-site repair, tag each component 

with location-identification numbers. Indicate on tags and building plans the locations of 

each component, such as "Baseboard on North Side of Room 101." 

2. Dismantle hardware and tag with location-identification numbers. 

3. In the shop, label each repaired component and whole or partial replacement with 

permanent location-identification number in inconspicuous location and remove site-

applied tags. 

4. Sort units by condition, separating those that need extensive repair. 

5. Clean surfaces. 

6. General Wood-Repair Sequence: 

a. Remove paint to bare wood. 

b. Repair wood by consolidation, replacement, partial replacement, and patching. 

c. Sand, prime, fill, sand again, and prime surfaces again for refinishing. Prime fronts 

and backs of siding, and all cuts. 

7. Repair, refinish, and replace hardware if required. Reinstall operating hardware. 

8. Reinstall components. 

9. Apply finish coats. 

10. Install remaining hardware. 
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1.7 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of product. 

1. Include recommendations for product application and use. Include test data substantiating 

that products comply with requirements. 

B. Shop Drawings: 

1. Include plans, elevations, and sections showing locations and extent of repair and 

replacement work, with enlarged details of replacement parts indicating materials, 

profiles, joinery, reinforcing, method of splicing or attaching wood members to other 

surfaces, accessory items, and finishes. 

2. Include field-verified dimensions and the following: 

a. Full-size shapes and profiles with complete dimensions for replacement 

components and their jointing, showing relationship of existing components to new 

components. 

b. Templates and directions for installing hardware and anchorages. 

c. Identification of each new unit and its corresponding location in the building on 

annotated plans and elevations. 

d. Provisions for flashing and as required for location. 

C. Samples for Initial Selection: For each type of exposed wood and finish. 

1. Identify wood species, cut, and other features. 

2. Include Samples of hardware and accessories involving color selection. 

D. Samples for Verification: For the following products in manufacturer's standard sizes unless 

otherwise indicated, finished as required for use in the Work: 

1. Replacement Wood: 12-inch-long, full-size molding sections with applied finish. 

a. Additional Samples of replacement members that show fabrication techniques, 

materials, and finishes as requested by Architect. 

2. Repaired Wood: Prepare Samples using existing wood removed from site, repaired, and 

prepared for refinishing. 

3. Refinished Wood: Prepare Samples using existing wood removed from site, repaired, and 

refinished. 

4. Hardware: Full-size units with each factory-applied or restored finish. 

1.8 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 

A. Qualification Data: For historic treatment specialist including workers and wood-repair-material 

manufacturer. 

B. Wood Historic Treatment Program: Submit before work begins. 
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1.9 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Historic Treatment Specialist Qualifications: A qualified historic wood-repair specialist, 

experienced in repairing, refinishing, and replacing wood in whole and in part. Experience only 

in fabricating and installing new woodwork is insufficient experience for wood historic 

treatment work. 

B. Wood-Repair-Material Manufacturer Qualifications: A firm regularly engaged in producing 

wood consolidant and wood-patching compound that have been used for similar historic wood-

treatment applications with successful results, and with factory-authorized service 

representatives who are available for consultation, Project-site inspection, and on-site 

assistance. 

C. Wood Historic Treatment Program: Prepare a written, detailed description of materials, 

methods, equipment, and sequence of operations to be used for historic treatment work, 

including protection of surrounding materials and Project site. 

1. If materials and methods other than those indicated are proposed for any phase of historic 

treatment work, add a written description of such materials and methods, including 

evidence of successful use on comparable projects, and demonstrations to show their 

effectiveness for this Project. 

D. Mockups: Prepare mockups of historic treatment repair processes to demonstrate aesthetic 

effects and to set quality standards for materials and execution, and for fabrication and 

installation. Prepare mockups so they are as inconspicuous as practicable. 

1. Locate mockups on existing surfaces where directed by Architect. 

2. Approval of mockups does not constitute approval of deviations from the Contract 

Documents contained in mockups unless Architect specifically approves such deviations 

in writing. 

3. Subject to compliance with requirements, approved mockups may become part of the 

completed Work if undisturbed at time of Substantial Completion. 

1.10 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

A. Pack, deliver, and store products in suitable packs, heavy-duty cartons, or wooden crates; 

surround with sufficient packing material to ensure that products will not be deformed, broken, 

or otherwise damaged. 

B. Until installed, store products inside a well-ventilated area and protect from weather, moisture, 

soiling, abrasion, extreme temperatures, and humidity, and where environmental conditions 

comply with manufacturer's requirements. 

1.11 FIELD CONDITIONS 

A. Weather Limitations: Proceed with historic wood repair only when existing and forecasted 

weather conditions are within the environmental limits set by each manufacturer's written 

instructions and specified requirements. 
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 HISTORIC WOOD REPAIR, GENERAL 

A. Quality Standard: Comply with applicable requirements in Section 12, "Historic Restoration 

Work," and related requirements in AWI/AWMAC/WI's "Architectural Woodwork Standards" 

for construction, finishes, grade rules, and other requirements unless otherwise indicated. 

1. Exception: Industry practices cited in Section 12, Article 1.5, "Industry Practices," of the 

Architectural Woodwork Standards do not apply to the work of this Section. 

2.2 REPLICATED WOOD ITEMS 

A. Replicated Exterior Siding and Trim, and Interior Paneling and Trim: Custom-fabricated 

replacement wood units and components. 

1. Joint Construction: Joints matching existing joints from 2014 restoration, not subsequent 

repairs. 

2. Wood Species: Match species of existing wood from 2014 restoration, not subsequent 

repairs. 

3. Wood Cut: Match cut of existing wood from 2014 restoration, not subsequent repairs. 

4. Wood Member and Trim Profiles: Match profiles and detail of existing from 2014 

restoration, not subsequent repairs. 

2.3 WOOD-REPLACEMENT MATERIALS 

A. Wood, General: Clear fine-grained lumber; kiln dried to a moisture content of 6 to 12 percent at 

time of fabrication; free of finger joints, blue stain, knots, pitch pockets, and surface checks 

larger than 1/32 inch deep by 2 inches long. 

1. Species: Match species of each existing type of wood component or assembly unless 

otherwise indicated. 

2.4 WOOD-REPAIR MATERIALS 

A. Source Limitations: Obtain wood consolidant and wood-patching compound from single source 

from single manufacturer. 

B. Wood Consolidant: Ready-to-use product designed to penetrate, consolidate, and strengthen soft 

fibers of wood materials that have deteriorated due to weathering and decay and designed 

specifically to enhance the bond of wood-patching compound to existing wood. 

C. Wood-Patching Compound: Two-part, epoxy-resin, wood-patching compound; knife-grade 

formulation as recommended in writing by manufacturer for type of wood repair indicated, 

tooling time required for the detail of work, and site conditions. Compound shall be designed 

for filling voids in damaged wood materials that have deteriorated due to weathering and decay. 

Compound shall be capable of filling deep holes and spreading to featheredge. 
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2.5 MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS 

A. Borate Preservative Treatment: Inorganic, borate-based solution, with disodium octaborate 

tetrahydrate as the primary ingredient; manufactured for preserving weathered and decayed 

wood from further damage caused by fungi and wood-boring insects; complying with 

AWPA P5; containing no boric acid. 

B. Cleaning Materials: 

1. Detergent Solution: Solution prepared by mixing 2 cups of tetrasodium pyrophosphate 

(TSPP), 1/2 cup of laundry detergent that contains no ammonia, 5 quarts of 5 percent 

sodium hypochlorite bleach, and 15 quarts of warm water for each 5 gal. of solution 

required. 

2. Mildewcide: Commercial, proprietary mildewcide or a solution prepared by mixing 1/3 

cup of household detergent that contains no ammonia, 1 quart of 5 percent sodium 

hypochlorite bleach, and 3 quarts of warm water. 

C. Fasteners: Use fastener metals that are noncorrosive and compatible with each material joined. 

1. Match existing fasteners in material and type of fastener unless otherwise indicated. 

2. For fastening metals, use fasteners of same basic metal as fastened metal unless otherwise 

indicated. 

2.6 WOOD FINISHES 

A. Unfinished Replacement Units: Provide exposed exterior and interior wood surfaces of 

replacement units unfinished; smooth, filled, and suitably prepared for on-site priming and 

finishing. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 PREPARATION 

A. Protect adjacent materials from damage by historic wood repair. 

B. Clean wood of mildew, algae, moss, plant material, loose paint, grease, dirt, and other debris by 

scrubbing with bristle brush or sponge and detergent solution. Scrub mildewed areas with 

mildewcide. After cleaning, clean thoroughly with fresh water using buckets and sponges.  Do 

not spray wood with pressure washer or garden hose.  Allow to dry before repairing or painting. 

C. Condition replacement wood members and replacement units to prevailing conditions at 

installation areas before installing. 

D. Prime fronts and backs of all wood members, including cuts. 
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3.2 HISTORIC WOOD REPAIR, GENERAL 

A. Historic Treatment Appearance Standard: Completed work is to have a uniform appearance as 

viewed by Architect from 5 feet away for interior work and from 20 feet away for exterior 

work. 

B. General: In treating historic items, disturb them as minimally as possible and as follows: 

1. Stabilize and repair wood to reestablish structural integrity and weather resistance while 

maintaining the existing form of each item. 

2. Remove coatings and apply borate preservative treatment before repair. Remove coatings 

according to Section 090391 "Historic Treatment of Plain Painting" unless otherwise 

indicated. 

3. Repair items in place where possible. 

4. Install temporary protective measures to protect wood-treatment work that is indicated to 

be completed later. 

5. Refinish historic wood according to Section 090391 "Historic Treatment of Plain 

Painting" unless otherwise indicated.  Prime fronts and backs of all wood members, 

including cuts in the shop and in the field. 

C. Mechanical Abrasion: Where mechanical abrasion is needed for the work, use only the gentlest 

mechanical methods, such as scraping, natural-fiber bristle brushing, and hand sanding, that will 

not abrade wood substrate, reducing clarity of detail. Do not use abrasive methods, such as wire 

brushing, or power tools. 

D. Repair Wood: Match existing materials and features, retaining as much original material as 

possible to perform repairs. 

1. Unless otherwise indicated, repair wood by consolidating, patching, splicing, or 

otherwise reinforcing wood with new wood matching existing wood or with salvaged, 

sound, original wood. 

2. Where indicated, repair wood by limited replacement matching existing material. 

E. Replace Wood: Where indicated, duplicate and replace units with units made from salvaged, 

sound, original wood or with new wood matching existing wood. Use surviving prototypes to 

create patterns for duplicate replacements. 

1. Do not use substitute materials unless approved by Architect. 

F. Identify removed items with numbering system corresponding to item locations, to ensure 

reinstallation in same location. Key items to Drawings showing location of each removed unit. 

Permanently label units in a location that will be concealed after reinstallation. 

3.3 WOOD PATCH-TYPE REPAIR 

A. General: Patch wood that exhibits depressions, holes, or similar voids, and that has limited 

amounts of rotted or decayed wood. 

1. Verify that surfaces are sufficiently clean and free of paint residue prior to patching. 
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2. Treat wood with wood consolidant prior to application of patching compound. Coat wood 

surfaces by brushing, applying multiple coats until wood is saturated and refuses to 

absorb more. Allow treatment to harden before filling void with patching compound. 

3. Remove rotted or decayed wood down to sound wood. 

B. Apply borate preservative treatment to accessible surfaces either before applying wood 

consolidant or after removing rotted or decayed wood. Apply treatment liberally by brush to 

joints, edges, and ends; top, sides, and bottom. Allow treatment to dry. 

C. Apply wood-patching compound to fill depressions, nicks, cracks, and other voids created by 

removed or missing wood. 

1. Prime patch area with application of wood consolidant or manufacturer's recommended 

primer. 

2. Mix only as much patching compound as can be applied according to manufacturer's 

written instructions. 

3. Apply patching compound in layers as recommended in writing by manufacturer until the 

void is completely filled. 

4. Sand patch surface smooth and flush with adjacent wood, without voids in patch material, 

and matching contour of wood member. 

5. Clean spilled compound from adjacent materials immediately. 

3.4 WOOD-REPLACEMENT REPAIR 

A. General: Replace parts of or entire wood items at locations indicated on Drawings and where 

damage is too extensive to patch. 

1. Remove surface-attached items from wood surface before performing wood-replacement 

repairs unless otherwise indicated. 

2. Verify that surfaces are sufficiently clean and free of paint residue prior to repair. 

3. Remove broken, rotted, and decayed wood down to sound wood. 

4. Custom fabricate new wood to replace missing wood; either replace entire wood member 

or splice new wood part into existing member. 

5. Secure new wood using multiple dowels, or splines with adhesive and nailing to ensure 

maximum structural integrity at each splice. 

B. Apply borate preservative treatment to accessible surfaces after replacements are made. Apply 

treatment liberally by brush to joints, edges, and ends; top, sides, and bottom. 

C. Repair remaining depressions, holes, or similar voids with patch-type repairs. 

D. Clean spilled materials from adjacent surfaces immediately. 

E. Reinstall items removed for repair into original locations. 

3.5 CLEANING AND PROTECTION 

A. Protect wood surfaces from contact with contaminating substances resulting from construction 

operations. Monitor wood surfaces adjacent to and below exterior masonry during construction 
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for presence of dirt, scum, alkaline deposits, stains, or other contaminants. If contaminating 

substances contact wood surfaces, remove contaminants immediately. 

B. Clean exposed surfaces immediately after historic wood repair. Avoid damage to coatings and 

finishes. Remove excess patching materials, dirt, and other substances. 

END OF SECTION 060312 
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SECTION 076200 - SHEET METAL FLASHING AND TRIM 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 

1. Flashing/drip cap above windows and doors, and flashing/drip edge at eaves and rakes. 

2. Miscellaneous sheet metal fabrications. 

1.2 COORDINATION 

A. Coordinate sheet metal flashing and trim layout and seams with joints and seams in adjacent 

materials. 

B. Coordinate sheet metal flashing and trim installation with adjoining roofing and wall materials, 

joints, and seams to provide leakproof, secure, and noncorrosive installation. 

1.3 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Shop Drawings: For sheet metal flashing and trim. 

1. Include identification of material, thickness, weight, and finish for each item and location 

in Project. 

2. Include details for forming, including profiles, shapes, seams, and dimensions. 

3. Include details for joining, supporting, and securing, including layout and spacing of 

fasteners, cleats, clips, and other attachments. Include pattern of seams. 

4. Include details of connections to adjoining work. 

5. Detail formed flashing and trim at scale of not less than 3 inches per 12 inches. 

B. Samples for Verification: For each type of exposed finish. 

1. Sheet Metal Flashing: 12 inches long by actual width of unit, including finished seam and 

in required profile. Include fasteners, cleats, clips, closures, and other attachments. 

2. Trim and Miscellaneous Fabrications: 12 inches long and in required profile. Include 

fasteners and other exposed accessories. 

1.4 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 

1.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Fabricator Qualifications: Employs skilled workers who custom fabricate sheet metal flashing 

and trim similar to that required for this Project and whose products have a record of successful 

in-service performance. 
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1.6 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

A. Do not store sheet metal flashing and trim materials in contact with other materials that might 

cause staining, denting, or other surface damage. 

1. Store sheet metal flashing and trim materials away from uncured concrete and masonry. 

2. Protect stored sheet metal flashing and trim from contact with water. 

B. Protect strippable protective covering on sheet metal flashing and trim from exposure to 

sunlight and high humidity, except to extent necessary for period of sheet metal flashing and 

trim installation. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

A. Sheet metal flashing and trim assemblies, including cleats, anchors, and fasteners, are to 

withstand wind loads, structural movement, thermally induced movement, and exposure to 

weather without failure due to defective manufacture, fabrication, installation, or other defects 

in construction. Completed sheet metal flashing and trim are not to rattle, leak, or loosen, and 

are to remain watertight. 

B. Sheet Metal Standard for Flashing and Trim: Comply with SMACNA's "Architectural Sheet 

Metal Manual" requirements for dimensions and profiles shown unless more stringent 

requirements are indicated. 

C. Sheet Metal Standard for Copper: Comply with CDA's "Copper in Architecture Handbook." 

Conform to dimensions and profiles shown unless more stringent requirements are indicated. 

2.2 SHEET METALS 

A. Protect mechanical and other finishes on exposed surfaces from damage by applying strippable, 

temporary protective film before shipping. 

B. Copper Sheet: ASTM B370, cold-rolled copper sheet, H00 or H01 temper. 

1. Source Limitations: Obtain sheet from single source from single manufacturer. 

2. Nonpatinated, Exposed Finish: Mill. 

C. Stainless Steel Sheet: ASTM A240/A240M, Type 304 or 316, dead soft, fully annealed; with 

smooth, flat surface. 

1. Finish: ASTM A480/A480M, No. 2D (dull, cold rolled). 

D. Zinc-Tin Alloy-Coated Copper Sheet: ASTM B370, cold-rolled copper sheet, H00 temper; 

coated on both sides with zinc-tin alloy (50 percent zinc, 50 percent tin). 

1. Source Limitations: Obtain sheet from single source from single manufacturer. 
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2.3 MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS 

A. Provide materials and types of fasteners, solder, and other miscellaneous items as required for 

complete sheet metal flashing and trim installation and as recommended by manufacturer of 

primary sheet metal unless otherwise indicated. 

B. Fasteners: Wood screws, annular threaded nails, self-tapping screws, self-locking rivets and 

bolts, and other suitable fasteners designed to withstand design loads and recommended by 

manufacturer of primary sheet metal[ or manufactured item]. 

1. Fasteners for Copper, Zinc-Tin Alloy-Coated Copper: Copper, hardware bronze or 

passivated Series 300 stainless steel. 

2. Fasteners for Stainless Steel Sheet: Series 300 stainless steel. 

C. Solder: 

1. For Copper: ASTM B32, Grade Sn50, 50 percent tin and 50 percent lead] [with 

maximum lead content of 0.2 percent. 

2. For Stainless Steel: ASTM B32, Grade Sn60 or Grade Sn96, with acid flux of type 

recommended by stainless steel sheet manufacturer. 

3. Finish: Mill. 

2.4 FABRICATION, GENERAL 

A. Custom fabricate sheet metal flashing and trim to comply with details indicated and 

recommendations in cited sheet metal standard that apply to design, dimensions, geometry, 

metal thickness, and other characteristics of item required. 

1. Fabricate sheet metal flashing and trim in shop to greatest extent possible. 

2. Fabricate sheet metal flashing and trim in thickness or weight needed to comply with 

performance requirements, but not less than that specified for each application and metal. 

3. Verify shapes and dimensions of surfaces to be covered and obtain field measurements 

for accurate fit before shop fabrication. 

4. Form sheet metal flashing and trim to fit substrates without excessive oil-canning, 

buckling, and tool marks; true to line, levels, and slopes; and with exposed edges folded 

back to form hems. 

B. Fabrication Tolerances: 

1. Fabricate sheet metal flashing and trim that is capable of installation to a tolerance of 1/4 

inch in 20 feet on slope and location lines indicated on Drawings and within 1/8-inch 

offset of adjoining faces and of alignment of matching profiles. 

C. Expansion Provisions: Form metal for thermal expansion of exposed flashing and trim. 

D. Fabricate cleats and attachment devices from same material as accessory being anchored or 

from compatible, noncorrosive metal. 

E. Seams: 
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1. Fabricate nonmoving seams with flat-lock seams. Tin edges to be seamed, form seams, 

and solder. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

A. Examine substrates, areas, and conditions, with installer present, for compliance with 

requirements for installation tolerances, substrate, and other conditions affecting performance of 

the Work. 

1. Verify compliance with requirements for installation tolerances of substrates. 

2. Verify that substrate is sound, dry, smooth, clean, sloped for drainage, and securely 

anchored. 

B. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 

3.2 INSTALLATION, GENERAL 

A. Install sheet metal flashing and trim to comply with details indicated and recommendations of 

cited sheet metal standard that apply to installation characteristics required unless otherwise 

indicated on Drawings. 

1. Install fasteners, solder, and other miscellaneous items as required to complete sheet 

metal flashing and trim system. 

2. Install sheet metal flashing and trim true to line, levels, and slopes. Provide uniform, neat 

seams with minimum exposure of solder and/or welds. 

3. Anchor sheet metal flashing and trim and other components of the Work securely in 

place, with provisions for thermal and structural movement. 

4. Install sheet metal flashing and trim to fit substrates and to result in watertight 

performance. 

5. Space individual cleats not more than 12 inches apart. Attach each cleat with at least two 

fasteners. Bend tabs over fasteners. 

6. Install exposed sheet metal flashing and trim with limited oil-canning, and free of 

buckling and tool marks. 

7. Do not field cut sheet metal flashing and trim by torch. 

8. Do not use graphite pencils to mark metal surfaces. 

B. Metal Protection: Where dissimilar metals contact each other, or where metal contacts pressure-

treated wood or other corrosive substrates, protect against galvanic action or corrosion by 

painting contact surfaces with bituminous coating or by other permanent separation as 

recommended by sheet metal manufacturer or cited sheet metal standard. 

C. Expansion Provisions: Provide for thermal expansion of exposed flashing and trim. 

1. Space movement joints at maximum of 10 feet with no joints within 24 inches of corner 

or intersection. 

2. Form expansion joints of intermeshing hooked flanges, not less than 1 inch deep. 
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D. Fasteners: Use fastener sizes that penetrate wood blocking or sheathing not less than 1-1/4 

inches for nails and not less than 3/4 inch for wood screws. 

E. Soldered Joints: Clean surfaces to be soldered, removing oils and foreign matter. 

1. Pretin edges of sheets with solder to width of 1-1/2 inches; however, reduce pretinning 

where pretinned surface would show in completed Work. 

2. Do not solder metallic-coated steel sheet. 

3. Do not pretin zinc-tin alloy-coated copper. 

4. Do not use torches for soldering. 

5. Heat surfaces to receive solder, and flow solder into joint. 

a. Fill joint completely. 

b. Completely remove flux and spatter from exposed surfaces. 

6. Stainless Steel Soldering: 

a. Tin edges of uncoated sheets, using solder for stainless steel and acid flux. 

b. Promptly remove acid-flux residue from metal after tinning and soldering. 

c. Comply with solder manufacturer's recommended methods for cleaning and 

neutralization. 

7. Copper Soldering: Tin edges of uncoated sheets, using solder for copper. 

3.3 INSTALLATION TOLERANCES 

A. Installation Tolerances: Shim and align sheet metal flashing and trim within installed tolerance 

of 1/4 inch in 20 feet on slope and location lines indicated on Drawings and within 1/8-in offset 

of adjoining faces and of alignment of matching profiles. 

3.4 CLEANING 

A. Clean exposed metal surfaces of substances that interfere with uniform oxidation and 

weathering. 

B. Clean and neutralize flux materials. Clean off excess solder. 

3.5 PROTECTION 

A. Remove temporary protective coverings and strippable films as sheet metal flashing and trim 

are installed unless otherwise indicated in manufacturer's written installation instructions. 

B. On completion of sheet metal flashing and trim installation, remove unused materials and clean 

finished surfaces as recommended in writing by sheet metal flashing and trim manufacturer. 

C. Maintain sheet metal flashing and trim in clean condition during construction. 
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D. Replace sheet metal flashing and trim that have been damaged or that have deteriorated beyond 

successful repair by finish touchup or similar minor repair procedures, as determined by 

Architect. 

END OF SECTION 076200 
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SECTION 077100 - ROOF SPECIALTIES 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 

1. Roof-edge drainage systems. 

B. Related Requirements: 

1. Section 076200 "Sheet Metal Flashing and Trim" for custom- and site-fabricated sheet 

metal flashing and trim. 

1.2 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of product. 

1. Include construction details, material descriptions, dimensions of individual components 

and profiles, and finishes. 

B. Shop Drawings: For roof specialties. 

1. Include plans, elevations, keyed details, and attachments to other work. Distinguish 

between shop- and field-assembled work. 

2. Indicate profile and pattern of seams and layout of fasteners, cleats, clips, and other 

attachments. 

3. Detail termination points and assemblies, including fixed points. 

4. Include details of special conditions. 

C. Samples: For each type of roof specialty and for each color and texture specified. 

D. Samples for Verification: 

1. Include Samples of each type of roof specialty to verify finish and color selection, in 

manufacturer's standard sizes. 

2. Include roof-edge drainage systems made from 12-inch lengths of full-size components 

in specified material, and including fasteners, cover joints, accessories, and attachments. 

1.3 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 

A. Qualification Data: For manufacturer. 

B. Product Certificates: For each type of roof specialty. 

C. Sample Warranty: For manufacturer's special warranty. 
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1.4 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS 

A. Maintenance Data: For roofing specialties to include in maintenance manuals. 

1.5 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

A. Do not store roof specialties in contact with other materials that might cause staining, denting, or 

other surface damage. 

B. Protect strippable protective covering on roof specialties from exposure to sunlight and high 

humidity, except to extent necessary for the period of roof-specialty installation. 

1.6 FIELD CONDITIONS 

A. Field Measurements: Verify profiles and tolerances of roof-specialty substrates by field 

measurements before fabrication, and indicate measurements on Shop Drawings. 

B. Coordination: Coordinate roof specialties with flashing, trim, and other adjoining work to 

provide a leakproof, secure, and noncorrosive installation. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

A. General Performance: Roof specialties to withstand exposure to weather and resist thermally 

induced movement without failure, rattling, leaking, or fastener disengagement due to defective 

manufacture, fabrication, installation, or other defects in construction. 

B. Thermal Movements: Allow for thermal movements from ambient and surface temperature 

changes to prevent buckling, opening of joints, hole elongation, overstressing of components, 

failure of connections, and other detrimental effects. Provide clips that resist rotation and avoid 

shear stress as a result of thermal movements. Base calculations on surface temperatures of 

materials due to both solar heat gain and nighttime-sky heat loss. 

1. Temperature Change (Range): 120 deg F, material surfaces. 

2.2 ROOF-EDGE DRAINAGE SYSTEMS 

A. Manufacturer:  Berger Brothers, or equal. 

B. Gutters: Manufactured in uniform section lengths not exceeding 12 feet, with matching corner 

units, ends, outlet tubes, and other accessories. Elevate back edge above front edge. Furnish flat-

stock gutter straps, and gutter brackets fabricated from same metal as gutters. 

1. Gutter and Accessories: Paint-Grip Steel: Nominal 0.034-inch thickness. 

2. Gutter Bracket: Galvanized Steel Gem Circle with Spring Clip, Nut & Bolt 

http://www.specagent.com/LookUp/?ulid=9176&mf=&src=wd
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3. Gutter Profile: 6” Half-round single bead according to SMACNA's "Architectural Sheet 

Metal Manual." 

4. Gutter Accessories: Flat ends, and wire ball downspout strainer. 

C. Downspouts: Plain round complete with machine-crimped offsets and elbows, manufactured 

from the following exposed metal. Furnish with metal hangers, from same material as 

downspouts, and anchors. 

1. Downspout diameter: 4” 

2. Paint-grip Steel: Nominal 0.034-inch thickness. 

D. Splash Blocks: 11 ½” x 24” Brown PVC 

2.3 MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS 

A. Fasteners: Manufacturer's recommended fasteners, suitable for application and designed to meet 

performance requirements. Furnish the following unless otherwise indicated: 

1. Fasteners for Paint-Grip and Galvanized Steel: Series 300 stainless steel or hot-dip zinc-

coated steel according to ASTM A153/A153M or ASTM F2329. 

2.4 FINISHES 

A. Comply with NAAMM's "Metal Finishes Manual for Architectural and Metal Products" for 

recommendations for applying and designating finishes. 

B. Protect mechanical and painted finishes on exposed surfaces from damage by applying a 

strippable, temporary protective covering before shipping. 

C. Appearance of Finished Work: Noticeable variations in same piece are unacceptable. Variations 

in appearance of adjoining components are acceptable if they are within the range of approved 

Samples and are assembled or installed to minimize contrast. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

A. Examine substrates, areas, and conditions, with Installer present, to verify actual locations, 

dimensions, and other conditions affecting performance of the Work. 

B. Examine walls, roof edges, and parapets for suitable conditions for roof specialties. 

C. Verify that substrate is sound, dry, smooth, clean, sloped for drainage where applicable, and 

securely anchored. 

D. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 
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3.2 INSTALLATION, GENERAL 

A. Install roof specialties according to manufacturer's written instructions. Anchor roof specialties 

securely in place, with provisions for thermal and structural movement. Use fasteners, solder, 

protective coatings, separators, and other miscellaneous items as required to complete roof-

specialty systems. 

1. Install roof specialties level, plumb, true to line and elevation; with limited oil-canning 

and without warping, jogs in alignment, buckling, or tool marks. 

2. Provide uniform, neat seams with minimum exposure of solder. 

3. Install roof specialties to fit substrates and to result in weathertight performance. Verify 

shapes and dimensions of surfaces to be covered before manufacture. 

4. Torch cutting of roof specialties is not permitted. 

5. Do not use graphite pencils to mark metal surfaces. 

B. Metal Protection: Protect metals against galvanic action by separating dissimilar metals from 

contact with each other or with corrosive substrates by painting contact surfaces with bituminous 

coating or by other permanent separation as recommended by manufacturer. 

C. Fastener Sizes: Use fasteners of sizes that penetrate wood blocking or sheathing not less than 1-

1/4 inches for nails and not less than 3/4 inch for wood screws. 

D. Soldered Joints: Clean surfaces to be soldered, removing oils and foreign matter. 

3.3 INSTALLATION OF ROOF-EDGE DRAINAGE SYSTEMS 

A. Install components to produce a complete roof-edge drainage system according to manufacturer's 

written instructions. Coordinate installation of roof perimeter flashing with installation of roof-

edge drainage system. 

B. Gutters: Join and seal gutter lengths. Allow for thermal expansion. Attach gutters to firmly 

anchored gutter supports spaced not more than 24 inches apart. Attach ends with rivets and solder 

to make watertight. Slope to downspouts. 

C. Downspouts: Join sections with manufacturer's standard telescoping joints. Provide hangers with 

fasteners designed to hold downspouts securely to walls and 1 inch away from walls and 

columns; locate fasteners at top and bottom and at approximately 60 inches o.c. 

1. Provide elbows at base of downspouts at grade to direct water away from building. 

D. Splash Blocks: Install where downspouts discharge at grade. 

3.4 CLEANING AND PROTECTION 

A. Clean exposed metal surfaces of substances that interfere with uniform oxidation and weathering. 

B. Clean and neutralize flux materials. Clean off excess solder. 

C. Remove temporary protective coverings and strippable films as roof specialties are installed. On 

completion of installation, clean finished surfaces, including removing unused fasteners, metal 
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filings, pop rivet stems, and pieces of flashing. Maintain roof specialties in a clean condition 

during construction. 

D. Replace roof specialties that have been damaged or that cannot be successfully repaired by finish 

touchup or similar minor repair procedures. 

END OF SECTION 077100 
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SECTION 080314 - HISTORIC TREATMENT OF WOOD DOORS 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 

1. Historic treatment of wood doors in the form of the following: 

a. Repairing wood doors and trim. 

b. Replacing wood door units and trim with custom-fabricated replicated units. 

c. Repairing, refinishing, and replacing hardware. 

B. Related Requirements: 

1. Section 013591 "Historic Treatment Procedures" for general historic treatment 

requirements. 

2. Section 024296 "Historic Removal and Dismantling" for historic removal and 

dismantling work. 

1.2 DEFINITIONS 

A. Door: Generally, this term includes door frame, leaves, and hardware. 

B. Wood Door Component Terminology: Wood door components for historic treatment work 

include the following classifications: 

1. Frame Components: Head, jambs, stop, and threshold or sill. 

2. Leaf Components: Stiles, rails. 

3. Exterior Trim: Exterior casing, brick mold, and cornice or drip cap. 

4. Interior Trim: Casing. 

1.3 SEQUENCING AND SCHEDULING 

A. Perform historic treatment of wood doors in the following sequence, which includes Work 

specified in this and other Sections: 

1. Label each door frame with permanent opening-identification number in inconspicuous 

location. 

2. Tag existing door leaves with opening-identification numbers and remove for on-site or 

off-site repair. Indicate on tags the locations of each component, such as "left-hand door 

leaf," "right-hand reverse door leaf.” 

3. Remove door, dismantle hardware, and tag hardware with door opening-identification 

numbers. 
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4. In the shop, label each leaf, storm door, storm-vestibule panel, and screen door with 

permanent opening-identification number in inconspicuous location and remove site-

applied tags. 

5. Install temporary protection and security at door openings. 

6. Sort units by condition, separating those that need extensive repair. 

7. Clean surfaces. 

8. General Wood-Repair Sequence: 

a. Remove paint to bare wood. 

b. Rack frames slightly to inject adhesive into mortise and tenon joints; square frames 

to proper fit before adhesive sets. 

c. Repair wood by consolidation, member replacement, partial member replacement, 

and patching. 

d. Sand, prime, fill, sand again, and prime surfaces again for refinishing.  Prime all 

sides of all member, including shop and field cuts. 

9. Repair, refinish, and replace hardware if required. Reinstall operating hardware. 

10. Remove temporary protection and security at door openings. 

11. Reinstall units. 

12. Apply finish coats. 

13. Install remaining hardware and weather stripping. 

1.4 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of product. 

1. Include recommendations for product application and use. Include test data substantiating 

that products comply with requirements. 

B. Shop Drawings: For locations and extent of wood-door repair and replacement work. 

1. Include plans, elevations, sections, and details of replacement parts indicating materials, 

profiles, joinery, reinforcing, method of splicing into or attaching to existing wood door, 

accessory items, and finishes. 

2. Include field-verified dimensions and the following: 

a. Full-size shapes and profiles with complete dimensions for replacement 

components and their jointing, showing relation of existing to new components. 

b. Templates and directions for installing hardware and anchorages. 

c. Identification of each new unit and its corresponding door locations in the building 

on annotated plans and elevations. 

d. Provisions for flashing as required for location. 

C. Samples for Initial Selection: For each type of exposed wood and finish. 

1. Identify wood species, cut, and other features. 

2. Include Samples of hardware and accessories involving color selection. 

D. Samples for Verification: Actual sample of finished products for the following, in 

manufacturer's standard sizes unless otherwise indicated: 
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1. Replacement Units: 12-inch-long, full-size frame, leaf, exterior trim, interior trim, 

sections with applied finish. 

2. Replacement Members: 12 inches long for each replacement member, including parts of 

frame, leaf, exterior trim, and interior trim. 

a. Additional Samples of replacement members that show fabrication techniques, 

materials, and finishes as requested by Architect. 

3. Repaired Wood Door Members: Prepare Samples using existing wood door members 

removed from site, repaired, and prepared for refinishing. 

4. Refinished Wood Door Members: Prepare Samples using existing wood door members 

removed from site, repaired, and refinished. 

5. Hardware: Full-size units with each factory-applied or restored finish. 

6. Weather Stripping: 12-inch-long sections. 

1.5 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 

A. Qualification Statements: For historic treatment specialist including workers and wood-repair-

material manufacturer. 

B. Wood Door Historic Treatment Program: Submit before work begins. 

1.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Historic Treatment Specialist Qualifications: A qualified historic wood door specialist, 

experienced in repairing, refinishing, and replacing wood doors in whole and in part. 

Experience only in fabricating and installing new wood doors is insufficient experience for 

wood-door historic treatment work. 

B. Wood-Repair-Material Manufacturer Qualifications: A firm regularly engaged in producing 

wood consolidant and wood-patching compound that have been used for similar historic wood-

treatment applications with successful results, and with factory-authorized service 

representatives who are available for consultation and Project-site inspection and on-site 

assistance. 

C. Wood Door Historic Treatment Program: Prepare a written, detailed description of materials, 

methods, equipment, and sequence of operations to be used for historic treatment work, 

including protection of surrounding materials and Project site. 

1. If materials and methods other than those indicated are proposed for any phase of historic 

treatment work, add a written description of such materials and methods, including 

evidence of successful use on comparable projects, and demonstrations to show their 

effectiveness for this Project. 
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1.7 MOCKUPS 

A. Prepare mockups of historic treatment repair processes to demonstrate aesthetic effects, to set 

quality standards for materials and execution, and to set quality standards for fabrication and 

installation. Prepare mockups so they are inconspicuous. 

1. Locate mockups on existing wood materials where directed by Architect. 

2. Wood Door Repair: Prepare one entire door unit to serve as mockup to demonstrate 

Samples of each type of repair of wood door members including frame, leaves, trim, 

glazing, and hardware. 

3. Approval of mockups does not constitute approval of deviations from the Contract 

Documents contained in mockups unless Owner specifically approves such deviations by 

Change Order. 

4. Subject to compliance with requirements, approved mockups may become part of the 

completed Work if undisturbed at time of Substantial Completion. 

1.8 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

A. Pack, deliver, and store products in suitable packs, heavy-duty cartons, or wooden crates; 

surround with sufficient packing material to ensure that products will not be deformed, broken, 

or otherwise damaged. 

B. Store products inside a well-ventilated area, protected from weather, moisture, soiling, abrasion, 

extreme temperatures, and humidity, and where environmental conditions comply with 

manufacturer's requirements. 

1.9 FIELD CONDITIONS 

A. Weather Limitations: Proceed with historic treatment of wood doors only when existing and 

forecasted weather conditions are within environmental limits set by each manufacturer's 

written instructions and specified requirements. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 HISTORIC TREATMENT OF WOOD DOORS QUALITY STANDARD 

A. Quality Standard: Comply with applicable requirements in Section 12, "Historic Restoration 

Work," and related requirements in AWMAC/WI's "North American Architectural Woodwork 

Standards" for construction, finishes, grades of wood doors, and other requirements unless 

otherwise indicated. 

1. Exception: Industry practices cited in Section 12, Paragraph 6, "Industry Practices," 

under Article 12.1, "Basic Considerations," of AWMAC/WI's "North American 

Architectural Woodwork Standards" do not apply to the Work of this Section. 
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2.2 REPLACEMENT WOOD DOOR UNITS 

A. Replacement Wood Door Units: Custom-fabricated, replicated wood door units and trim with 

operating and latching hardware. 

1. Wood Door Components: Replace frames, leaves, and trim as needed. 

2. Joint Construction: Joints to matching existing from 2014 restoration, not subsequent 

repair work. 

3. Wood Species: Match wood species of existing door components from 2014 restoration, 

not subsequent repair work. 

4. Wood Cut: Match cut of existing wood door components from 2014 restoration, not 

subsequent repair work. 

5. Wood Member and Trim Profiles: Match profiles and detail of existing door members 

and trim from 2014 restoration, not subsequent repair work. 

6. Hardware: Reuse existing hardware when possible; when not possible, match existing 

hardware from 2014 renovation, not subsequent repair work. 

7. Weather Stripping: Full-perimeter weather stripping for each exterior door leaf. 

2.3 WOOD-REPLACEMENT MATERIALS 

A. Wood, General: Clear fine-grained lumber; kiln dried to a moisture content of 6 to 12 percent at 

time of fabrication; free of finger joints, blue stain, knots, pitch pockets, and surface checks 

larger than 1/32 inch deep by 2 inches long. 

1. Species: Match species of each existing type of wood component or assembly from 2014 

restoration, not subsequent repair work. 

2.4 WOOD-REPAIR MATERIALS 

A. Source Limitations: Obtain wood consolidant and wood-patching compound from single source 

from single manufacturer. 

B. Wood Consolidant: Ready-to-use product designed to penetrate, consolidate, and strengthen soft 

fibers of wood materials that have deteriorated because of weathering and decay and designed 

specifically to enhance the bond of wood-patching compound to existing wood. 

C. Wood-Patching Compound: Two-part, epoxy-resin, wood-patching compound; knife-grade 

formulation as recommended in writing by manufacturer for type of wood repair indicated, 

tooling time required for the detail of work, and site conditions. Compound to be designed for 

filling voids in damaged wood materials that have deteriorated because of weathering and 

decay. Compound to be capable of filling deep holes and spreading to feather edge. 

D. Adhesives: Wood adhesives for exterior exposure, with minimum 15- to 45-minute cure at 70 

deg F, in liquid formulations as recommended in writing by adhesive manufacturer for each 

type of repair. 
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2.5 HARDWARE 

A. Primary Door Hardware, General: Provide complete sets of door hardware consisting of hinges, 

pulls, locks, latches, and accessories indicated for each door or required for proper operation. 

Sets to include replacement hardware to complement repaired and refinished, existing hardware. 

Door hardware to smoothly operate, tightly close, and securely lock wood doors and be sized to 

accommodate frequency of use and dimensions. 

B. Replacement Hardware: Replace existing damaged or missing hardware with new hardware to 

match existing from 2014 restoration, not subsequent repairs. 

 

1. Replacement Door Hardware: Regardless of mechanisms within, match existing, exposed 

door hardware of the following types: 

a. Door knobs, levers, and escutcheons. 

b. Door latches. 

c. Surface-mounted flush bolts. 

d. Handles. 

C. Hardware Finishes: Comply with BHMA A156.18 for base material and finish requirements 

indicated by the following: 

1. BHMA 605: Bright brass, uncoated; brass base metal. 

2.6 WEATHER STRIPPING 

A. Metal Weather Stripping: Bronze weather stripping; designed either as one piece to seal door at 

head and jambs by door sliding against it or as two pieces that interlock; and completely 

concealed when door is closed. 

2.7 MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS 

A. Borate Preservative Treatment: Inorganic, borate-based solution, with disodium octaborate 

tetrahydrate as the primary ingredient; manufactured for preserving weathered and decayed 

wood from further damage by decay fungi and wood-boring insects; containing no boric acid. 

B. Cleaning Materials: 

1. Detergent Solution: Solution prepared by mixing 2 cups of tetrasodium pyrophosphate, 

1/2 cup of laundry detergent that contains no ammonia, 5 quarts of 5 percent sodium 

hypochlorite bleach, and 15 quarts of warm water for each 5 gal. of solution required. 

2. Mildewcide: Commercial, proprietary mildewcide or a solution prepared by mixing 1/3 

cup of household detergent that contains no ammonia, 1 quart of 5 percent sodium 

hypochlorite bleach, and 3 quarts of warm water. 

C. Fasteners: Use fastener metals that are noncorrosive and compatible with each material joined. 

1. Match existing fasteners in material and type of fastener unless otherwise indicated. 
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2.8 WOOD DOOR FINISHES 

A. Unfinished Replacement Units: Provide exposed exterior and interior wood surfaces of 

replacement units unfinished; smooth, filled, and suitably prepared for on-site priming and 

finishing. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 PREPARATION 

A. Protect adjacent materials from damage by historic treatment of wood doors. 

B. Clean wood doors and trim of mildew, algae, moss, plant material, loose paint, grease, dirt, and 

other debris by scrubbing with bristle brush or sponge and detergent solution. Scrub mildewed 

areas with mildewcide. After cleaning, rinse thoroughly with fresh water. Allow to dry before 

repairing or painting. 

C. Condition replacement wood members and replacement units to prevailing conditions at 

installation areas before installing. 

3.2 HISTORIC TREATMENT OF WOOD DOORS, GENERAL 

A. Historic Treatment Appearance Standard: Completed work is to have a uniform appearance as 

viewed by Architect from the door interior at 5 ft. away and from the door exterior at 20 ft. 

away. 

B. General: In treating historic items, disturb them as minimally as possible and as follows: 

1. Stabilize and repair wood doors to reestablish structural integrity and weather resistance 

while maintaining the existing form of each item. 

2. Remove coatings and apply borate preservative treatment before repair. Remove coatings 

in accordance with Section 090391 "Historic Treatment of Plain Painting" unless 

otherwise indicated. 

3. Repair items in place where possible. 

4. Install temporary protective measures to protect wood door work that is indicated to be 

completed later. 

5. Refinish historic wood doors in accordance with Section 090391 "Historic Treatment of 

Plain Painting" unless otherwise indicated.  Prime all surface of wood units, including 

cuts in the shop and in the field. 

C. Mechanical Abrasion: Where mechanical abrasion is needed for the Work, use only the gentlest 

mechanical methods, such as scraping, natural-fiber bristle brushing, and hand sanding, that will 

not abrade wood substrate, reducing clarity of detail. Do not use abrasive methods such as wire 

brushing, or power tools. 

D. Repair and Refinish Existing Hardware: Dismantle door hardware; strip paint, repair, and 

refinish it to match finish Samples; and lubricate moving parts just enough to function 

smoothly. 
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E. Repair Wood Doors: Match existing materials and features, retaining as much original material 

as possible to perform repairs. 

1. Unless otherwise indicated, repair wood doors by consolidating, patching, splicing, or 

otherwise reinforcing wood with new wood matching existing wood or with salvaged, 

sound, original wood. 

2. Where indicated, repair wood doors by limited replacement matching existing material. 

F. Replace Wood Units: Where indicated, duplicate and replace units with units made from 

salvaged, sound, original wood or with new wood matching existing wood. Use surviving 

prototypes to create patterns for duplicate replacements. 

1. Do not use substitute materials unless approved by Architect. 

G. Protection of Openings: Where doors are indicated for removal, cover resultant openings with 

temporary enclosures so that openings are weathertight during repair period. 

H. Identify removed doors, frames, leaves, trim, and members with numbering system 

corresponding to door locations to ensure reinstallation in same location. Key doors, frames, 

leaves, trim, and members to Drawings showing location of each removed unit. Permanently 

label units in a location that will be concealed after reinstallation. 

3.3 WOOD DOOR PATCH-TYPE REPAIR 

A. General: Patch wood members that exhibit depressions, holes, or similar voids and that have 

limited amounts of rotted or decayed wood. 

1. Remove leaves from door frames before performing patch-type repairs at meeting or 

sliding surfaces unless otherwise indicated. Reglaze units prior to reinstallation. 

2. Verify that surfaces are sufficiently clean and free of paint residue before patching. 

3. Treat wood members with wood consolidant before applying patching compound. Coat 

wood surfaces by brushing, applying multiple coats until wood is saturated and unable to 

absorb more. Allow treatment to harden before filling void with patching compound. 

4. Remove rotted or decayed wood down to sound wood. 

B. Apply borate preservative treatment to accessible surfaces either before applying wood 

consolidant or after removing rotted or decayed wood. Apply treatment liberally by brush to 

joints, edges, and ends; top, sides, and bottom. Allow treatment to dry. 

C. Apply wood-patching compound to fill depressions, nicks, cracks, and other voids created by 

removed or missing wood. 

1. Prime patch area with application of wood consolidant or manufacturer's recommended 

primer. 

2. Mix only as much patching compound as can be applied in accordance with 

manufacturer's written instructions. 

3. Apply patching compound in layers as recommended in writing by manufacturer until the 

void is completely filled. 

4. Sand patch surface smooth and flush with adjacent wood, without voids in patch material, 

and matching contour of wood member. 
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5. Clean spilled compound from adjacent materials immediately. 

3.4 WOOD DOOR MEMBER-REPLACEMENT REPAIR 

A. General: Replace parts of or entire wood door members at locations where damage is too 

extensive to patch. 

1. Remove leaves from door frames before performing member-replacement repairs unless 

otherwise indicated. 

2. Verify that surfaces are sufficiently clean and free of paint residue before repair. 

3. Remove broken, rotted, and decayed wood down to sound wood. 

4. Custom fabricate new wood to replace missing wood; either replace entire wood member 

or splice new wood part into existing member. 

5. Secure new wood using multiple dowels, or splines and nailing to ensure maximum 

structural integrity at each splice. 

B. Apply borate preservative treatment to accessible surfaces after replacements are made. Apply 

treatment liberally by brush to joints, edges, and ends; top, sides, and bottom. 

C. Repair remaining depressions, holes, or similar voids with patch-type repairs. 

D. Clean spilled materials from adjacent surfaces immediately. 

3.5 WOOD DOOR UNIT REPLACEMENT 

A. General: Replace existing wood door-frame, leaf, and trim units with new custom-fabricated 

replicated units at locations where damage is too extensive to repair. 

B. Apply borate preservative treatment to accessible surfaces before finishing. Apply treatment 

liberally by brush to joints, edges, and ends; top, sides, and bottom. 

C. Install units, hardware, weather stripping, accessories, and other components. 

D. Install units level, plumb, square, true to line, without distortion or impeding movement, 

anchored securely in place to structural support, and in proper relation to wall flashing, trim, 

and other adjacent construction. 

E. Set threshold or sill members for weathertight construction. 

F. Install door units with new anchors into existing openings. 

G. Install full-perimeter weather stripping for each operable exterior leaf. 

H. Disposal of Removed Units: Deliver as salvage to Owner for storage where directed. 

3.6 INSTALLATION OF WEATHER STRIPPING 

A. Install weather stripping for tight seal of joints as determined by demonstrated in mockup. 
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3.7 ADJUSTING 

A. Adjust existing and replacement operating leaves, hardware, weather stripping, and accessories 

for a tight fit at contact points and weather stripping for smooth operation and weathertight 

closure. Lubricate hardware and moving parts. 

3.8 CLEANING AND PROTECTION 

A. Protect door surfaces from contact with contaminating substances resulting from construction 

operations. Monitor door surfaces adjacent to and below exterior concrete and masonry during 

construction for presence of dirt, scum, alkaline deposits, stains, or other contaminants. If 

contaminating substances contact door surfaces, remove contaminants immediately. 

B. Clean exposed surfaces immediately after historic treatment of wood doors. Avoid damage to 

coatings and finishes. Remove excess patching materials, dirt, and other substances. 

END OF SECTION 080314 
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SECTION 080352 - HISTORIC TREATMENT OF WOOD WINDOWS 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section includes historic treatment of wood windows in the form of the following: 

1. Repairing wood windows and trim. 

2. Replacing wood window frames and sash units. 

3. Reglazing. 

4. Repairing, refinishing, and replacing hardware. 

5. Removing existing exterior storm windows. 

6. Replacing with new interior storm-window units. 

7. Providing new storm-window units. 

B. Related Requirements: 

1. Section 013591 "Historic Treatment Procedures" for general historic treatment 

requirements. 

2. Section 024296 "Historic Removal and Dismantling" for historic removal and dismantling 

work. 

1.3 DEFINITIONS 

A. Glazing: Includes glass, glazing points, and glazing compounds. 

B. Window: Includes window frame, sash, hardware, and exterior and interior storm window units. 

C. Wood Window Component Terminology: Wood window components for historic treatment 

work include the following classifications: 

1. Frame Components: Head, jambs, and sill. 

2. Sash Components: Stiles and rails, parting bead, stop, and muntins. 

3. Exterior Trim: Exterior casing, cornice, and drip cap. 

4. Interior Trim: Casing, stool, and apron. 

1.4 PREINSTALLATION MEETINGS 

A. Preinstallation Conference: Conduct conference at Project site. 
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1. Review minutes of Preliminary Historic Treatment Conference that pertain to historic 

treatment of wood windows. 

2. Review methods and procedures related to historic treatment of wood windows including, 

but not limited to, the following: 

a. Historic treatment specialist's personnel, equipment, and facilities needed to make 

progress and avoid delays. 

b. Materials, material application, sequencing, tolerances, and required clearances. 

c. Wood window historic treatment program. 

1.5 SEQUENCING AND SCHEDULING 

A. Perform historic treatment of wood windows in the following sequence, which includes work 

specified in this and other Sections: 

1. Label each window frame with permanent opening-identification number in 

inconspicuous location. 

2. Tag existing window sash with opening-identification numbers and remove for on-site or 

off-site repair. Indicate on tags the locations on window of each component, such as "top 

sash," "bottom sash.” 

3. Remove window, dismantle hardware, and tag hardware with opening-identification 

numbers. 

4. Install temporary protection and security at window openings. 

5. In the shop, label each sash with permanent opening-identification number in 

inconspicuous location and remove site-applied tags. 

6. Sort units by condition, separating those that need extensive repair. 

7. Clean surfaces. 

8. General Wood-Repair Sequence: 

a. Remove paint to bare wood. 

b. Rack frames slightly to inject adhesive into mortise and tenon joints; square frames 

to proper fit before adhesive sets. 

c. Repair wood by consolidation, member replacement, partial member replacement, 

and patching. 

d. Sand, prime, fill, sand again, and prime surfaces again for refinishing.  Prime all 

surfaces of wood units, including shop and field cuts. 

9. Repair, refinish, and replace hardware if required. Reinstall operating hardware. 

10. Install glazing. 

11. Remove temporary protection and security at window openings. 

12. Reinstall units. 

13. Apply finish coats. 

14. Install remaining hardware and weather stripping. 

1.6 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of product. 
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1. Include recommendations for product application and use. Include test data substantiating 

that products comply with requirements. 

B. Shop Drawings: 

1. Include plans, elevations, and sections showing locations and extent of repair and 

replacement work, with enlarged details of replacement parts indicating materials, 

profiles, joinery, reinforcing, method of splicing into or attaching to existing wood 

window, accessory items, and finishes. 

2. Include field-verified dimensions and the following: 

a. Full-size shapes and profiles with complete dimensions for replacement 

components and their jointing, showing relation of existing to new components. 

b. Templates and directions for installing hardware and anchorages. 

c. Identification of each new unit and its corresponding window locations in the 

building on annotated plans and elevations. 

d. Provisions for flashing as required for location. 

C. Samples for Initial Selection: For each type of exposed wood and finish. 

1. Identify wood species, cut, and other features. 

2. Include Samples of hardware and accessories involving color selection. 

D. Samples for Verification: For the following products in manufacturer's standard sizes unless 

otherwise indicated, finished as required for use in the Work: 

1. Replacement Units: 12-inch-long, full-size frame and sash sections with applied finish. 

2. Replacement Members: 12 inches long for each replacement member, including parts of 

frame, sash, exterior trim, and interior trim. 

a. Additional Samples of replacement members that show fabrication techniques, 

materials, and finishes as requested by Architect. 

3. Repaired Wood Window Members: Prepare Samples using existing wood window 

members removed from site, repaired, and prepared for refinishing. 

4. Refinished Wood Window Members: Prepare Samples using existing wood window 

members removed from site, repaired, and refinished. 

5. Hardware: Full-size units with each factory-applied or restored finish. 

6. Weather Stripping: 12-inch-long sections. 

7. Glass: Full-size units of each type and appearance. 

1.7 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 

A. Qualification Data: For historic treatment specialist including workers and wood-repair-material 

manufacturer. 

B. Wood Window Historic Treatment Program: Submit before work begins. 
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1.8 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Historic Treatment Specialist Qualifications: A qualified historic wood window specialist, 

experienced in repairing, refinishing, and replacing wood windows in whole and in part. 

Experience only in fabricating and installing new wood windows is insufficient experience for 

wood-window historic treatment work. 

B. Wood-Repair-Material Manufacturer Qualifications: A firm regularly engaged in producing 

wood consolidant and wood-patching compound that have been used for similar historic wood-

treatment applications with successful results, and with factory-authorized service 

representatives who are available for consultation and Project-site inspection and on-site 

assistance. 

C. Wood Window Historic Treatment Program: Prepare a written, detailed description of 

materials, methods, equipment, and sequence of operations to be used for historic treatment 

work, including protection of surrounding materials and Project site. 

1. If materials and methods other than those indicated are proposed for any phase of historic 

treatment work, add a written description of such materials and methods, including 

evidence of successful use on comparable projects, and demonstrations to show their 

effectiveness for this Project. 

D. Mockups: Prepare mockups of historic treatment repair processes to demonstrate aesthetic 

effects and to set quality standards for materials and execution and for fabrication and 

installation. Prepare mockups so they are as inconspicuous as practicable. 

1. Locate mockups on existing windows where directed by Architect. 

2. Wood Window Repair: Prepare one entire window unit to serve as mockup to demonstrate 

samples of each type of repair of wood window members including frame, sash, glazing, 

and hardware. 

3. Approval of mockups does not constitute approval of deviations from the Contract 

Documents contained in mockups unless Architect specifically approves such deviations 

in writing. 

4. Subject to compliance with requirements, approved mockups may become part of the 

completed Work if undisturbed at time of Substantial Completion. 

1.9 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

A. Pack, deliver, and store products in suitable packs, heavy-duty cartons, or wooden crates; 

surround with sufficient packing material to ensure that products are not deformed, broken, or 

otherwise damaged. 

B. Store products inside a well-ventilated area and protect from weather, moisture, soiling, 

abrasion, extreme temperatures, and humidity, and where environmental conditions comply 

with manufacturer's requirements. 
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1.10 FIELD CONDITIONS 

A. Weather Limitations: Proceed with historic treatment of wood windows only when existing and 

forecasted weather conditions are within the environmental limits set by each manufacturer's 

written instructions and specified requirements. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 HISTORIC TREATMENT OF WOOD WINDOWS, GENERAL 

A. Quality Standard: Comply with applicable requirements in Section 12, "Historic Restoration 

Work," and related requirements in AWI/AWMAC/WI's "Architectural Woodwork Standards" 

for construction, finishes, grades of wood windows, and other requirements unless otherwise 

indicated. 

1. Exception: Industry practices cited in Section 12, Article 1.5, Industry Practices, of the 

Architectural Woodwork Standards do not apply to the work of this Section. 

2.2 REPLICATED WOOD WINDOW UNITS 

A. Replicated Wood Window Frames and Sash: Custom-fabricated replacement wood units and 

trim, with operating and latching hardware. 

1. Joint Construction: Joints matching existing from 2014 restoration, not subsequent 

repairs. 

2. Wood Species: Match wood species of exterior window trim and sash parts from 2014 

restoration, not subsequent repairs. 

3. Wood Cut: Match cut of existing exterior wood window trim and sash parts from 2014 

restoration, not subsequent repairs. 

4. Wood Window Members and Trim: Match profiles and detail of existing window 

members and trim from 2014 restoration, not subsequent repairs. 

5. Glazing Stops: Provide replacement glazing stops coordinated with glazing system 

indicated. 

6. Integral, Storm Sash Inserts: Manufacturer's standard aluminum-framed sash inserts; sash-

insert frames recessed fully in rebates routed in window frame as required; and secured 

with turn-button hardware. Shop finish sash inserts to match window frame. 

7. Exposed Hardware: Reuse or match existing exposed window hardware. 

8. Weather Stripping: Full-perimeter and meeting rail weather stripping for each operable 

sash. 

2.3 STORM WINDOWS 

A. General: Custom fabricated, tight fitting, and with operating and latching hardware. 

1. Fabricate storm windows for installation on inside of primary window. 

2. Fabricate storm window frame and sash so as not to be visible from the exterior. 

3. Make storm windows removable for cleaning and storage. 
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B. Interior Aluminum Storm Windows: Fabricated from extruded aluminum to fit inside the wood 

window frame; finish as indicated; storm window frames concealed from exterior view. 

1. Provide Historic One Lite, Hol-A, Single Removable Panel, H-2 storm windows 

manufactured by Allied Window, or equal. 

2. Aluminum Finish: Manufacturer's standard anodized color matching interior trim color. 

3. Baked-Enamel or Powder-Coated Finish: Color matching interior trim color. 

4. Hardware: As required to secure storm window to window frames. 

5. Glazing Material: Uncoated clear float glass. 

2.4 WOOD-REPLACEMENT MATERIALS 

A. Wood, General: Clear fine-grained lumber; kiln dried to a moisture content of 6 to 12 percent at 

time of fabrication; free of finger joints, blue stain, knots, pitch pockets, and surface checks 

larger than 1/32 inch deep by 2 inches long. 

1. Species: Match species of each existing type of wood component or assembly from 2014 

restoration, not subsequent repairs. 

2.5 WOOD-REPAIR MATERIALS 

A. Source Limitations: Obtain wood consolidant and wood-patching compound from single source 

from single manufacturer. 

B. Wood Consolidant: Ready-to-use product designed to penetrate, consolidate, and strengthen soft 

fibers of wood materials that have deteriorated due to weathering and decay and designed 

specifically to enhance the bond of wood-patching compound to existing wood. 

C. Wood-Patching Compound: Two-part epoxy-resin wood-patching compound; knife-grade 

formulation as recommended in writing by manufacturer for type of wood repair indicated, 

tooling time required for the detail of work, and site conditions. Compound shall be designed 

for filling voids in damaged wood materials that have deteriorated due to weathering and decay. 

Compound shall be capable of filling deep holes and spreading to feather edge. 

2.6 GLAZING MATERIALS 

A. Glass: Uncoated clear float-glass units. 

B. Glazing Systems: 

1. Traditional Glazing Products: Glazing points and oil-based glazing putty or latex glazing 

compound. Tint to required color according to manufacturer's written instructions. 

2. Primers and Cleaners for Glazing: As recommended in writing by glazing material 

manufacturer. 

http://www.specagent.com/LookUp/?ulid=5374&mf=04&src=wd
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2.7 HARDWARE 

A. Window Hardware: Provide complete sets of window hardware consisting of sash balances, 

hinges, pulls, latches, and accessories indicated for each window or required for proper 

operation. Sets shall include replacement hardware to complement repaired and refinished, 

existing hardware. Window hardware shall smoothly operate, tightly close, and securely lock 

wood windows and be sized to accommodate sash or ventilator weight and dimensions. 

B. Other Hardware: Provide complete sets of hardware for each type of storm window consisting 

of hinges, pulls, latches, and accessories indicated or required for proper operation. Hardware 

shall smoothly operate, tightly close, and secure units appropriately for unit weight and 

dimensions. 

C. Replacement Hardware: Replace existing damaged or missing hardware with new hardware to 

match existing from 2014 restoration, not subsequent repairs: 

D. Material and Design: 

1. Material: Solid bronze of alloy indicated. 

2. Design: Match type and appearance of existing hardware. 

3. Weight and Pulley Sash-Balance: Concealed weight and pulley balance system including 

steel or cast iron weights, cast-bronze pulleys, sash cord; size and capacity to hold sash 

stationary at any open position. 

4. Replacement Window Hardware: Match existing window hardware of the following 

types: 

a. Window lock. 

b. Window latch. 

c. Handle. 

E. Hardware Finishes: Comply with BHMA A156.18 for base material and finish requirements 

indicated by the following: 

1. Bright brass, un-coated; brass base metal. 

2.8 WEATHER STRIPPING 

A. Metal Weather Stripping: Bronze weather stripping; designed either as one piece to seal by 

sliding into a groove in the sash or as two pieces that interlock; and completely concealed when 

window is closed. 

2.9 MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS 

A. Borate Preservative Treatment: Inorganic, borate-based solution, with disodium octaborate 

tetrahydrate as the primary ingredient; manufactured for preserving weathered and decayed 

wood from further damage by decay fungi and wood-boring insects; complying with 

AWPA P5; containing no boric acid. 

B. Cleaning Materials: 
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1. Detergent Solution: Solution prepared by mixing 2 cups of tetrasodium pyrophosphate 

(TSPP), 1/2 cup of laundry detergent that contains no ammonia, 5 quarts of 5 percent 

sodium hypochlorite bleach, and 15 quarts of warm water for each 5 gal. of solution 

required. 

2. Mildewcide: Commercial, proprietary mildewcide or a solution prepared by mixing 1/3 

cup of household detergent that contains no ammonia, 1 quart of 5 percent sodium 

hypochlorite bleach, and 3 quarts of warm water. 

C. Adhesives: Wood adhesives for exterior exposure, with minimum 15- to 45-minute cure at 70 

deg F, in liquid formulations as recommended in writing by adhesive manufacturer for each 

type of repair. 

D. Fasteners: Use fastener metals that are noncorrosive and compatible with each material joined. 

1. Match existing fasteners in material and type of fastener unless otherwise indicated. 

 

2. For fastening metals, use fasteners of same basic metal as fastened metal unless otherwise 

indicated. 

E. Anchors, Clips, and Accessories: Fabricate anchors, clips, and window accessories of 

aluminum, nonmagnetic stainless steel, or hot-dip zinc-coated steel complying with 

requirements in ASTM B633 for SC 3 (Severe) service condition. 

2.10 WOOD WINDOW FINISHES 

A. Unfinished Replacement Units: Provide exposed exterior and interior wood surfaces of 

replacement units unfinished; smooth, filled, and suitably prepared for on-site priming and 

finishing. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 PREPARATION 

A. Protect adjacent materials from damage by historic treatment of wood windows. 

B. Clean wood windows of mildew, algae, moss, plant material, loose paint, grease, dirt, and other 

debris by scrubbing with bristle brush or sponge and detergent solution. Scrub mildewed areas 

with mildewcide. After cleaning, rinse thoroughly with fresh water. Allow to dry before 

repairing or painting. 

C. Condition replacement wood members and replacement units to prevailing conditions at 

installation areas before installing. 

3.2 HISTORIC TREATMENT OF WOOD WINDOWS, GENERAL 

A. Historic Treatment Appearance Standard: Completed work is to have a uniform appearance as 

viewed by Architect from the window interior at 5 feet away and from the window exterior at 

20 feet away. 
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B. General: In treating historic items, disturb them as minimally as possible and as follows: 

1. Stabilize and repair wood windows to reestablish structural integrity and weather 

resistance while maintaining the existing form of each item. 

2. Remove coatings and apply borate preservative treatment before repair. Remove coatings 

according to Section 090391 "Historic Treatment of Plain Painting" unless otherwise 

indicated. 

3. Repair items in place where possible. 

4. Install temporary protective measures to protect wood window work that is indicated to be 

completed later. 

5. Refinish historic wood windows according to Section 090391 "Historic Treatment of 

Plain Painting" unless otherwise indicated. 

C. Mechanical Abrasion: Where mechanical abrasion is needed for the work, use only the gentlest 

mechanical methods, such as scraping, natural-fiber bristle brushing, and hand sanding, that will 

not abrade wood substrate, reducing clarity of detail. Do not use abrasive methods such as wire 

brushing, or power tools. 

D. Repair and Refinish Existing Hardware: Dismantle window hardware; strip paint, repair, and 

refinish it to match finish samples; and lubricate moving parts just enough to function smoothly. 

E. Repair Wood Windows: Match existing materials and features, retaining as much original 

material as possible to perform repairs. 

1. Unless otherwise indicated, repair wood windows by consolidating, patching, splicing, or 

otherwise reinforcing wood with new wood matching existing wood or with salvaged, 

sound, original wood. 

2. Where indicated, repair wood windows by limited replacement matching existing 

material. 

3. Sash Balance: Repair sash balances to function according to type as specified in 

"Hardware" Article" above. Provide missing sash balances. 

F. Replace Wood Units: Where indicated, duplicate and replace units with units made from 

salvaged, sound, original wood or with new wood matching existing wood. Use surviving 

prototypes to create patterns for duplicate replacements. 

1. Do not use substitute materials unless otherwise indicated. 

2. Compatible substitute materials may be used. 

G. Protection of Openings: Where sash or windows are indicated for removal, cover resultant 

openings with temporary enclosures so that openings are weathertight during repair period. 

H. Identify removed windows, frames, sash, and members with numbering system corresponding 

to window locations to ensure reinstallation in same location. Key windows, sash, and members 

to Drawings showing location of each removed unit. Permanently label units in a location that 

will be concealed after reinstallation. 
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3.3 WOOD WINDOW PATCH-TYPE REPAIR 

A. General: Patch wood members that exhibit depressions, holes, or similar voids, and that have 

limited amounts of rotted or decayed wood. 

1. Remove sash from windows before performing patch-type repairs at meeting or sliding 

surfaces unless otherwise indicated. Reglaze units before reinstallation. 

2. Verify that surfaces are sufficiently clean and free of paint residue before patching. 

3. Treat wood members with wood consolidant before applying patching compound. Coat 

wood surfaces by brushing, applying multiple coats until wood is saturated and unable to 

absorb more. Allow treatment to harden before filling void with patching compound. 

4. Remove rotted or decayed wood down to sound wood. 

B. Apply borate preservative treatment to accessible surfaces either before applying wood 

consolidant or after removing rotted or decayed wood. Apply treatment liberally by brush to 

joints, edges, and ends; top, sides, and bottom. Allow treatment to dry. 

C. Apply wood-patching compound to fill depressions, nicks, cracks, and other voids created by 

removed or missing wood. 

1. Prime patch area with application of wood consolidant or manufacturer's recommended 

primer. 

2. Mix only as much patching compound as can be applied according to manufacturer's 

written instructions. 

3. Apply patching compound in layers as recommended in writing by manufacturer until the 

void is completely filled. 

4. Sand patch surface smooth and flush with adjacent wood, without voids in patch material, 

and matching contour of wood member. 

5. Clean spilled compound from adjacent materials immediately. 

3.4 WOOD WINDOW MEMBER-REPLACEMENT REPAIR 

A. General: Replace parts of or entire wood window members at locations where damage is too 

extensive to patch. 

1. Remove sash from windows before performing member-replacement repairs unless 

otherwise indicated. 

2. Verify that surfaces are sufficiently clean and free of paint residue before repair. 

3. Remove broken, rotted, and decayed wood down to sound wood. 

4. Custom fabricate new wood to replace missing wood; either replace entire wood member 

or splice new wood part into existing member. 

5. Secure new wood using multiple dowels, or splines with adhesive and nailing to ensure 

maximum structural integrity at each splice. 

B. Apply borate preservative treatment to accessible surfaces after replacements are made. Apply 

treatment liberally by brush to joints, edges, and ends; top, sides, and bottom. 

C. Repair remaining depressions, holes, or similar voids with patch-type repairs. 

D. Clean spilled materials from adjacent surfaces immediately. 
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E. Glazing: Reglaze units before reinstallation. 

1. Provide glazing stops to match contour of sash frames. 

F. Reinstall units removed for repair into original openings. 

G. Weather Stripping: Replace nonfunctioning and install missing weather stripping to ensure full-

perimeter and meeting rail weather stripping for each operable sash. 

3.5 GLAZING 

A. Comply with combined written instructions of manufacturers of glass, glazing systems, and 

glazing materials, unless more stringent requirements are indicated. 

B. Remove cracked and damaged glass and glazing materials from openings and prepare surfaces 

for reglazing. 

C. Remove glass and glazing from openings and prepare surfaces for reglazing. 

D. Size glass as required by Project conditions to provide necessary bite on glass, minimum edge 

and face clearances, with reasonable tolerances. 

E. Install setting bead, side beads, and back bead against stop in glazing rabbets before setting 

glass. 

F. Install glass with proper orientation so that coatings, if any, face exterior or interior as required. 

G. Install glazing points. 

H. Disposal of Removed Glass: Protect unbroken lites and deliver as salvage to Owner for storage 

where directed unless otherwise indicated. 

3.6 WOOD WINDOW UNIT REPLACEMENT 

A. General: Replace existing wood window frame, sash, storm window units with new custom-

fabricated units to match existing at locations indicated on Drawings and where damage is too 

extensive to repair. 

B. Apply borate preservative treatment to accessible surfaces before finishing. Apply treatment 

liberally by brush to joints, edges, and ends; top, sides, and bottom. 

C. Install units, hardware, weather stripping, accessories, and other components. 

D. Install units level, plumb, square, true to line, without distortion or impeding movement; 

anchored securely in place to structural support; and in proper relation to wall flashing, trim, 

and other adjacent construction. 

E. Set sill members for weathertight construction unless otherwise indicated. 

F. Install window units with new anchors into existing openings. 
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G. Weather Stripping: Install full-perimeter and meeting rail weather stripping for each operable 

sash. 

H. Metal Protection: Separate aluminum and other corrodible surfaces from sources of corrosion or 

electrolytic action at points of contact with other materials. 

I. Disposal of Removed Units: Deliver as salvage to Owner for storage where directed. 

3.7 STORM WINDOW INSTALLATION 

A. Install interior aluminum storm windows at each window. 

B. Install units by mounting to window frames as indicated on Drawings and according to 

manufacturer's written instructions. 

3.8 WEATHER STRIPPING INSTALLATION 

A. Install weather stripping for tight seal of joints as demonstrated in mockup. 

3.9 ADJUSTING 

A. Adjust existing and replacement operating sash, screens, hardware, weather stripping, and 

accessories for a tight fit at contact points and weather stripping for smooth operation and 

weathertight closure. Lubricate hardware and moving parts. 

3.10 CLEANING AND PROTECTION 

A. Protect window surfaces from contact with contaminating substances resulting from 

construction operations. Monitor window surfaces adjacent to and below exterior concrete and 

masonry during construction for presence of dirt, scum, alkaline deposits, stains, or other 

contaminants. If contaminating substances contact window surfaces, remove contaminants 

immediately. 

B. Clean exposed surfaces immediately after historic treatment of wood windows. Avoid damage 

to coatings and finishes. Remove excess sealants, glazing and patching materials, dirt, and other 

substances. 

C. Remove and replace glass that has been broken, chipped, cracked, abraded, or damaged during 

construction. 

END OF SECTION 080352 
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SECTION 090391 - HISTORIC TREATMENT OF PLAIN PAINTING 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section includes historic treatment of plain painting as follows: 

1. Removing existing paint. 

2. Repairing substrates. 

3. Plain painting of historic surfaces. 

B. Related Requirements: 

1. Section 013591 "Historic Treatment Procedures" for general historic treatment 

requirements. 

1.3 DEFINITIONS 

A. Plain Painting: For historic treatment, this means painting that requires attention to historic 

treatment requirements, but no special, decorative or artistic painting skill. 

1.4 SEQUENCING AND SCHEDULING 

A. Perform historic treatment of painting in the following sequence, which includes work specified 

in this and other Sections: 

1. Dismantle existing surface-mounted objects and hardware except items indicated to 

remain in place. Tag items with location identification and protect. 

2. Verify that temporary protections have been installed. 

3. Examine condition of surfaces to be painted. 

4. Remove existing paint to bare wood with mechanical means only. 

5. Prime all accessible surfaces of wood, including cuts.  Apply paint system. 

6. Reinstall dismantled surface-mounted objects and hardware unless otherwise indicated. 

1.5 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of product. 
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1. Include recommendations for product application and use. Include test data substantiating 

that products comply with requirements. 

B. Samples: For each type of paint system, color, and gloss; in sizes indicated below. 

1. Include stepped Samples defining each separate coat, including fillers and primers. 

Resubmit until each required sheen and color is achieved. 

2. Include a list of materials for each coat of each Sample. 

3. Label each Sample for location and application. 

4. Sample Size: 

a. Plain Painted Surfaces: 4-by-8-inch Samples for each color and material, on 

hardboard. 

C. Product List: For each paint product. 

1.6 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 

A. Plain Painting Historic Treatment Program: Submit before work begins. 

1.7 MAINTENANCE MATERIAL SUBMITTALS 

A. Furnish extra paint materials, from the same production run, that match products applied and 

that are packaged with protective covering for storage and identified with labels describing 

contents, including material, finish, source, and location on building. 

1. Quantity: Furnish Owner with an additional 5 percent, but not less than 1 gal. or one case, 

as appropriate, of each material and color applied. 

1.8 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Historic Treatment Specialist Qualifications: A qualified historic painting specialist with 

expertise in matching and touching up existing painting. Experience only in new painting work 

is insufficient experience for historic treatment work. 

B. Color Matching: Match existing interior and exterior paint colors and sheens.  Not all surfaces 

will be repainted, so color and sheen matching is critical. 

C. Plain Painting Historic Treatment Program: Prepare a written, detailed description of materials, 

methods, equipment, and sequence of operations to be used for historic treatment work, 

including protection of surrounding materials and Project site and control of paint removal, 

repainting, and other processes. 

D. Mockups: Prepare mockups of historic treatment processes for each type of coating system and 

substrate indicated and each color and finish required to demonstrate aesthetic effects and to set 

quality standards for materials and execution. Duplicate appearance of approved Sample 

submittals. 

1. Locate mockups on existing surfaces where directed by Architect. 
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2. Surface-Preparation Mockups: On existing surfaces using applicable specified methods 

of cleaning and other surface preparation, provide mockup sample of at least 25 sq. ft. 

3. Coating Mockups: Two wall surfaces of at least 25 sq. ft. to represent surfaces and 

conditions for application of each type of coating system under same conditions as the 

completed Work. 

a. Plain painted surfaces. 

4. Approval of mockups does not constitute approval of deviations from the Contract 

Documents contained in mockups unless Architect specifically approves such deviations 

in writing. 

5. Subject to compliance with requirements, approved mockups may become part of the 

completed Work if undisturbed at time of Substantial Completion. 

1.9 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

A. Store materials not in use in tightly covered containers in well-ventilated areas with ambient 

temperatures continuously maintained at not less than 45 deg F. 

1. Maintain containers in clean condition, free of foreign materials and residue. 

2. Remove rags and waste daily. 

1.10 FIELD CONDITIONS 

A. Weather Limitations: Proceed with historic treatment of painting only when existing and 

forecasted weather conditions are within the environmental limits set by each manufacturer's 

written instructions and specified requirements. 

B. Apply paints only when temperature of surfaces to be painted and ambient air temperatures are 

between 50 and 95 deg F. 

C. Do not apply paint in snow, rain, fog, or mist; when relative humidity exceeds 85 percent; at 

temperatures less than 5 deg F above the dew point; or to damp or wet surfaces. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 PREPARATORY CLEANING MATERIALS 

A. Water: Potable. 

B. Detergent Solution: Solution prepared by mixing 2 cups of tetrasodium pyrophosphate (TSPP), 

1/2 cup of laundry detergent that contains no ammonia, 5 quarts of 5 percent sodium 

hypochlorite bleach, and 15 quarts of warm water for every 5 gal. of solution required. 

C. Mildewcide: Commercial proprietary mildewcide or a job-mixed solution prepared by mixing 

1/3 cup of household detergent that contains no ammonia, 1 quart of 5 percent sodium 

hypochlorite bleach, and 3 quarts of warm water. 
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2.2 PAINT, GENERAL 

A. Material Compatibility: 

1. Provide materials for use within each paint system that are compatible with one another 

and substrates indicated, under conditions of service and application as demonstrated by 

manufacturer, based on testing and field experience. 

2. For each coat in a paint system, provide products recommended in writing by 

manufacturers of topcoat for use in paint system and on substrate indicated. 

B. Colors: To match existing color and sheen. 

2.3 PAINT MATERIALS 

A. Wood Substrates:  Including wood ramp structure 

1. Latex system: 

a. Prime Coat: PPG Seal Grip Int/Ext 100% Acrylic Universal Primer/Sealer 17-921, 

MPI #6. 

b. Intermediate Coat: PPG Speedhide Exterior Semi-Gloss Acrylic Latex 6-900XI 

Series. 

c. Topcoat: PPG Speedhide Exterior Semi-Gloss Acrylic Latex 6-900XI Series 

(Gloss Level 5), MPI #11. 

B. Wood Substrates, Traffic Surfaces:  Including lumber ramp decking and railing. 

1. Latex System: 

a. Prime Coat: PPG Sun-Proof Deck, Fence, Siding Toner Acrylic/Oil 77-1971 

Series. 

b. Topcoat: PPG Sun-Proof Deck, Fence, Siding Toner Acrylic/Oil 77-1971 Series. 

2.4 PATCHING MATERIALS 

A. Wood-Patching Compound: Two-part, epoxy-resin, wood-patching compound; knife-grade 

formulation as recommended in writing by manufacturer for type of wood repair indicated, 

tooling time required for the detail of work, and site conditions. Compound shall be designed 

for filling voids in damaged wood materials that have deteriorated due to weathering and decay. 

Compound shall be capable of filling deep holes and spreading to feather edge. 
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PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 PROTECTION 

A. Comply with each manufacturer's written instructions for protecting building and other surfaces 

against damage from exposure to its products. 

1. Cover adjacent surfaces. Use protective materials that are UV resistant and waterproof. 

Apply masking agents to comply with manufacturer's written instructions. Do not apply 

liquid masking agent to painted or porous surfaces. When no longer needed, promptly 

remove masking to prevent adhesive staining. 

3.2 HISTORIC TREATMENT OF PAINTING, GENERAL 

A. Historic Treatment Appearance Standard: Completed work is to have a uniform appearance as 

viewed by Architect from building interior at 5 feet away from painted surface and from 

building exterior at 20 feet away from painted surface. 

B. Execution of the Work: In treating historic items, disturb them as minimally as possible and as 

follows: 

1. Remove failed coatings to bare wood. 

2. Verify that substrate surface conditions are suitable for painting. 

3. Allow other trades to repair items in place and retain as much original material as 

possible before repainting. 

4. Do not fill or caulk horizontal joints in wood siding, or joint between wood door/window 

frames and siding. 

5. Prime and repaint wood. 

C. Mechanical Abrasion: Use only the gentlest mechanical methods, such as scraping and hand 

sanding, that will not abrade softer substrates, reducing clarity of detail. Do not use abrasive 

methods such as rotary sanding, rotary wire brushing, or power tools. 

D. Heat Processes: Do not use torches, heat guns, or heat plates. 

3.3 EXAMINATION 

A. Examine substrates and conditions, with historic treatment specialist present, for compliance 

with requirements for maximum moisture content and other conditions affecting performance of 

painting work. Comply with paint manufacturer's written instructions for inspection. 

B. Maximum Moisture Content of Substrates: Do not begin application of coatings unless moisture 

content of exposed surface is below the maximum value recommended in writing by paint 

manufacturer and not greater than the following maximum values when measured with an 

electronic moisture meter appropriate to the substrate material: 

1. Wood: 15 percent. 

C. Verify suitability of substrates, including surface conditions and compatibility with existing 

finishes and primers. 
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1. If existing surfaces cannot be prepared to an acceptable condition for proper finishing by 

using specified surface-preparation methods, notify Architect in writing. 

D. Begin coating application only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected and surfaces 

are dry. 

1. Beginning coating application constitutes Contractor's acceptance of substrates and 

conditions. 

3.4 PREPARATORY CLEANING 

A. General: Use only the gentlest, appropriate method necessary to clean surfaces in preparation 

for painting. Clean all surfaces, corners, contours, and interstices. 

B. Detergent Cleaning: Wash surfaces by hand using clean rags, sponges, and bristle brushes. 

Scrub surface with detergent solution and bristle brush until soil is thoroughly dislodged and 

can be removed by rinsing. Use small brushes to remove soil from joints and crevices. Dip 

brush in solution often to ensure that adequate fresh detergent is used and that surface remains 

wet. Rinse with water applied by clean rags or sponges.  Do NOT spray wood with garden hose 

or pressure washer. 

C. Solvent Cleaning: Use solvent cleaning to remove oil, grease, smoke, tar, and asphalt from 

painted or unpainted surfaces before other preparation work. Wipe surfaces with solvent using 

clean rags and sponges. If necessary, spot-solvent cleaning may be employed just prior to 

commencement of paint application, provided enough time is allowed for complete evaporation. 

Use clean solvent and clean rags for the final wash to ensure that all foreign materials have been 

removed. Do not use solvents, including primer thinner and turpentine, that leave residue. 

D. Mildew: Clean off existing mildew, algae, moss, plant material, loose paint, grease, dirt, and 

other debris by scrubbing with bristle brush or sponge and detergent solution. Scrub mildewed 

areas with mildewcide. Rinse with water applied by clean rags or sponges. Do NOT spray wood 

with garden hose or pressure washer. 

3.5 PAINT REMOVAL 

A. General: Remove paint where indicated on drawings. 

1. Do NOT use chemical paint removers. 

2. Do NOT use pressure washers or any type of water spraying equipment. 

B. Paint Removal with Hand Tools: Remove paint manually using hand-held scrapers, wire 

brushes, sandpaper, and metallic wool as appropriate for the substrate material. Do not use other 

methods. 

3.6 SUBSTRATE REPAIR 

A. General: Repair substrate surface defects that are inconsistent with the surface appearance of 

adjacent materials and finishes. 
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B. Wood Substrate: 

1. Strip all surfaces to be painted to bare wood. 

2. Repair wood defects including dents and gouges more than 1/4 inch in size and all holes 

and cracks by filling with wood-patching compound and sanding smooth. Reset or 

remove protruding fasteners. 

3. Do not fill horizontal joint between siding, or perimeter joint between door/window 

frames and siding. 

3.7 CLEANING AND PROTECTION 

A. At end of each workday, remove rubbish, empty cans, rags, and other discarded materials from 

Project site. 

B. After completing paint application, clean spattered surfaces. Remove spattered paints by 

washing, scraping, or other methods. Do not scratch or damage adjacent finished surfaces. 

C. Protect work of other trades against damage from paint application. Correct damage to work of 

other trades by cleaning, repairing, replacing, and refinishing, as approved by Architect, and 

leave in an undamaged condition. 

D. At completion of construction activities of other trades, touch up and restore damaged or 

defaced painted surfaces. 

3.8 SURFACE-PREPARATION SCHEDULE 

A. General: Before painting, prepare surfaces where indicated on Drawings for painting according 

to applicable requirements specified in this schedule. 

1. Examine surfaces to evaluate each surface condition according to paragraphs below. 

2. Where existing degree of soiling prevents examination, preclean surface and allow it to 

dry before making an evaluation. 

3. Repair substrate defects according to "Substrate Repair" Article. 

B. Surface Preparation for Mild Degree of Surface Degradation: 

1. Surface Condition: Paint film loose, flaking, or peeling. 

2. Cleaning: Wash surface by detergent cleaning; use solvent cleaning where needed.  Do 

NOT use pressure washer or garden hose.  Allow wood to fully dry before beginning 

paint removal. 

3. Paint Removal: Completely remove paint film by hand-tool methods. Remove rust. 

4. Preparation for Painting: Sand surfaces to smooth. Prepare bare cleaned surface to be 

painted according to paint manufacturer's written instructions for wood. 

C. Surface Preparation for Moderate Degree of Surface Degradation: 

1. Surface Condition: Paint film deteriorated and some areas of bare wood. 
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2. Cleaning: Wash surface by detergent cleaning; use solvent cleaning where needed.  Do 

NOT use pressure washer or garden hose. Allow wood to fully dry before beginning paint 

removal. 

3. Paint Removal: Completely remove paint film by hand-tool methods. Remove rust. 

4. Preparation for Painting: Sand surfaces to smooth. Prepare bare cleaned surface 

according to paint manufacturer's written instructions for wood. 

D. Surface Preparation for Severe Degree of Surface Degradation: 

1. Surface Condition: Missing material, small holes and openings, and deteriorated or 

corroded substrate. 

2. Cleaning: Wash surface by detergent cleaning; use solvent cleaning where needed.  Do 

NOT use pressure washer or garden hose.  Allow wood to fully dry before beginning 

paint removal. 

3. Paint Removal: Completely remove paint film by hand-tool methods. Remove rust. 

4. Substrate Preparation: Repair, replace, and treat substrate according to "Substrate Repair" 

Article and requirements in other Specification Sections. 

5. Preparation for Painting: Sand surfaces to smooth. Prepare bare cleaned surface 

according to paint manufacturer's written instructions for wood. 

END OF SECTION 090391 
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